
For Project 
Demand Management



When it comes to operational efficiency, one platform should centralize all 

demand management processes and activities to cover the complete 

project demand management life cycle, from discovery to successful 

launch. 

Introducing StemeXe for Project Demand Management, a one stop shop 

portal that, unlike other systems, can integrate with existing applications 

to save your previous investments while providing a modernization portal 

that increases digital engagement.

A Modernized Portal for Optimized Digital Engagement



Managing project demands can be a challenge if not done properly. 

Demands need to be filtered, prioritized, assessed, and scheduled, which 

creates an obvious need for digitalization. 

Lacking a proper system usually presents the below challenges: 

Insufficient insights about the demands’ route

Inability to properly estimate efforts

Difficulty for stakeholders to filter and prioritize projects

Inability to properly handle the approval process

Absence of essential visibility over projects’ health

Poor team collaboration 

A flexible system for great results

Challenges



The key for an ultimate project demand management 

experience is having all demands centralized in a single 

comprehensive system. What organizations need is a system 

that provides them with a seamless user journey, informative 

updates, and a more interactive, collaborative process. This 

eliminates redundant efforts and provides the stakeholders 

with a clearer picture of what’s on the horizon. 

The Solution



With the right system in place, you can bridge the gap between demand 

and final delivery to achieve better results.

StemeXe will provide you with:

Discovery

Education

Automation

Engagement

Visibility

Launch

StemeXe for Project Demand Management



Connect with your internal 
and external stakeholders

As we’ve learned from the digital 

takeover, social media has proven to 

be a powerful tool in building user 

interactions.

With StemeXe, projects can be 

accounted to be shared on a wider 

scale for direct engagement with 

internal and external stakeholders.

Post private or public

Share to social media

Post private or public

Share to social media

Capabilities of
the Solution 

Discovery



With StemeXe library, you can build the project category workplace to 

store all 

valuable ideas and discoveries. Stakeholders will be more informed to 

make better decisions on projects priorities and will eventually build the 

best business case.

A powerful digital library

Web pages

Data curation

Data creation

Integration with automation system

Feedback

Different communication channel

Education

Thank you!!



Stakeholders will have the ability to view the projects and their 

health anytime, anywhere. They can comment, assign tasks 

and even submit official requests for corrective actions.

View project health with a
tap of your fingertip

Visibility



Submit your project business case to get the required feedback and 

approval to create the project in any project management system.

StemeXe if one of only few world-wide applications that enables you to 

build your process within hours (without coding).

Business process creation

Stages and criteria

Actions & Activities

Tendering system

Integration with external system

Comments and chat

Build your own process within hours
Automation



All users will create, view, and update their activities from a 

state-of-the-art task management solution that will read and write to 

your project management. All the approval requests will come into a 

central place for the users' prompt action.

My activities

Assigned activities

Share activities

Service catalogue

Action centre

Get your business users to your digital workplace
Engagement



Contact us:

info@exceeders.com

info@exceedgulf.com


